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Transmission eigenchannels and quasi-normal modes are powerful bases for describing wave trans-
port and controlling transmission and energy storage in disordered media. Here we elucidate the
connection between these approaches by expressing the transmission matrix (TM) at a particular
frequency as a sum of TMs for individual modes drawn from a broad spectral range. The wide range
of transmission eigenvalues and correlation frequencies of eigenchannels of transmission is explained
by the increasingly off-resonant excitation of modes contributing to eigenchannels with decreasing
transmission and by the phasing between these contributions.
PACS numbers: 42.25.Dd, 42.25.Bs, 05.40.-a, 73.23.-b
A random speckle pattern of intensity forms within
a disordered medium illuminated by a monochromatic
wave as a result of the interference of innumerable scat-
tered partial waves. This might appear to expunge any
trace of the incident wave. However, there is a wide
range of transmission coefficients for different incident
wavefronts [1–5]. This reflects the correlation in the
transmitted flux which engenders enhanced fluctuations
of transmission and conductance while suppressing aver-
age transmission of multiply scattered waves [6, 7]. Cor-
relation in the TM also determines the degree to which
the transmitted wave can be controlled by manipulating
the incident wave [8]. Recent measurements of the TM
have shown that the incident wavefront can be adjusted
to focus [9–14] and image [15, 16] waves through opaque
samples as well as to enhance or suppress transmission
[17–20].
The elements of the TM t in multichannel waveguides
are the transmission coefficients tba of the field between
the N incident and outgoing channels, a and b, respec-
tively. The channels may be the N orthogonal modes
of the empty waveguide leading to and from the ran-
dom sample. Wave propagation in such structures is
analogous to electronic conduction in resistors between
perfectly conducting leads at zero temperature at which
inelastic electron scattering is frozen out.
The TM was originally introduced to describe the scal-
ing and fluctuations of electronic conductance in disor-
dered systems in which the wavefunction is temporally
coherent[1, 6]. The conductance in units of the quantum
of conductance (e2/h), g , is equivalent to the classical
transmittance, T , and equals the sum of the eigenvalues
τn of the matrix product tt
†, g = T =
∑
N
n=1 τn [21].
The Anderson transition from conducting to insulating
samples occurs when the average value of g in a random
ensemble of sample realizations falls below unity [22].
Transport in open random systems may also be de-
scribed in terms of solutions of the wave equation. These
are quasi-normal modes or resonances for classical waves
or eigenstates in quantum systems [23]. Such modes ex-
ist for vibrational, electromagnetic or electronic degrees
of freedom. The Anderson localization transition reflects
the changing spatial extent of modes as a parameter of
the medium or the incident wave changes. This is charted
in the Thouless number δ, which is essentially the ratio
between the average width and spectral spacing of modes
[24]. For diffusive waves, δ = g. This reflects the close
connection between modes and transmission eigenchan-
nels. The interplay between channels and modes might
explain the broad range of transmission eigenvalues and
their spectral correlation and might suggest an approach
to efficiently exciting selected modes within the interior
of a sample.
In this Letter, we show how transmission eigenchan-
nels, which are defined in terms of waves at the inci-
dent and output planes of the sample, are constructed
from modes, which represent the excitation within the
medium. Using microwave measurements and computer
simulations of the TM, we show that high-transmission
eigenchannels are composed of modes with central fre-
quencies close to the frequency of the incident wave, while
low transmission eigenchannels are made up of many
spectrally remote modes which interfere destructively.
This leads to a wide range of transmission eigenvalues
and a broadening of the spectral correlation function of
eigenchannels with decreasing transmission. These re-
sults show that modes can be most efficiently selected for
applications to random lasing and spectroscopic sensitiv-
ity by illuminating a sample with the modal transmission
eigenchannel.
Spectra of the TM for microwave radiation propaga-
tion through a copper waveguide filled with randomly
positioned alumina spheres are measured with the use
of a vector network analyzer. A detailed experimental
setup can be found in the Supplementary Material [25].
We express the TM at angular frequency ω in terms of
the TMs of the individual modes of the random system,
t(ω) =
∑
m
tm(ω) =
∑
m
tmba
Γm/2
Γm/2 + i(ω − ωm)
(1)
2Here, ωm is the central angular frequency of the m
th
mode, Γm is the corresponding linewidth and t
m
ba is the
field transmission coefficient through the mth mode for
excitation from incident channel a and detection at out-
put channel b at ω = ωm. In the absence of dissipation,
Γm equals the leakage rate of modal energy through the
sample boundaries.
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FIG. 1. (Color online). Modes and channels in a disordered
waveguide. (a) Spectra of the density of states (DOS) of in-
dividual modes of a disorder sample drawn from an ensemble
with dimensionless conductance g = 0.37. The speckle pat-
terns for Modes 27 and 28 at the output surfaces are shown.
The 2D sampling theorem is employed to produce the high-
resolution speckle patterns. (b) Spectrum of transmittance T.
The output speckle patterns for the first transmission eigen-
channel at three frequencies indicated by green circles are
shown. (c) Spectra of the transmittance from Modes 27 and
28 acting alone in the frequency range from the central fre-
quency of Mode 27 to the central frequency of Mode 28. (d-e)
Frequency variation of the contributions to the first and sec-
ond eigenchannels from Modes 27 (green curve) and 28 (red
curve).
The central frequencies and widths of the modes are
obtained both in experiments and simulations, utilizing
nonlinear least-squares optimization methods to simulta-
neously fit multiple spectra of transmission with Eq. 1.
The statistical impact of absorption upon measurements
of the statistics of propagation is largely removed by sub-
tracting a constant width equal to the absorption rate
from the linewidths of each of the modes and enhancing
the resonant amplitude for each modes [26].
At a given frequency, the TM can be expressed via the
singular value decomposition as t = UΛV † [1, 2]. The
columns of the unitary matrices U and V are the singu-
lar vectors of the TM and Λ is a diagonal matrix with
singular values Λn along its diagonal. The square of the
elements of Λn = U
†
ntVn are the transmission eigenvalues
τn. The mode transmission matrix at a given frequency
can also be expressed in terms of its singular vectors,
tm = umλmvm†. Lower (upper) case symbols are used
to represent tm (t). Since the modes of a system should
be independent of the way they are excited, the speckle
pattern at the sample output for a mode excited by a
source at different points in the incident plane should
differ only up to a multiplicative constant. The columns
of tm would then be linearly related and tm would be of
rank one. Indeed, for localized waves, for which typically
τ2/τ1 ≪ 1, so that the participation number of transmis-
sion eigenchannels, M ≡ (
∑N
n=1 τn)
2/
∑N
n=1 τ
2
n, [10] is
close to unity, the measured speckle pattern normalized
by its peak value hardly changes with source position
[17]. Taking the rank of tm to be unity, we can write
Λn = U
†
n
∑
m
tmVn =
∑
m
U †nu
m
1 λ
m
1 v
m†
1 Vn =
∑
m
αmn (2)
In this expression, the vector inner produce vm†1 Vn and
U †nu
m
1 describe the overlap of the n
th eigenchannel and
the mth mode at the input and output surfaces, respec-
tively. The sum of the components of the αmn that are in
phase with Un is equal to Λn.
We find in both experiments and simulations that
〈λm2 〉 of the t
m determined from the fitting procedure for
modes, does not vanish. Typically, 〈λm2 /λ
m
1 〉 ∼ 0.1 while
〈(λm2 )
2/(λm1 )
2〉 ∼ 0.04, indicating that the modal decom-
position is not perfect. The reasons for a finite value
of 〈λ2〉 are not clear at present, but the effect is small
enough that the qualitative nature of the relationship
between modes and channels emerges from an analysis of
measurements and simulations.
We present an example of the modal analysis of the
measured transmission eigenchannels of a random sam-
ple in Fig. 1. The Lorentzian density of states for several
individual modes, DOSm, with spectral integral of unity
is plotted in Fig. 1a. The modes are numbered in as-
cending order with increasing frequency in the measured
spectrum from 10 to 10.24 GHz. The output speckle
patterns for Modes 27 and 28 are shown with central
frequencies indicated by the vertical black dashed line.
The spectrum of T together with the output speckle pat-
terns for the first eigenchannel, U1 for the three frequen-
cies indicated by green circles are shown in Fig. 1b.
Spectra of the transmittance through individual modes,
Tm(ω) =
∑
a,b |t
m
ba
Γm/2
Γm/2+i(ω−ωm)
|2 for Modes 27 and 28
between the central frequencies of these two modes are
shown in Fig. 1c. The contributions from these modes
to the singular values Λn are shown in Figs. 1d,e for n =
31,2. For localized waves, the first eigenchannel is domi-
nated by the mode which is most nearly resonant with the
incident wave. This can also be seen in the similarities
between the output speckle patterns of the first trans-
mission eigenchannel (Fig. 1b) and the output speckle
patterns of the corresponding modes (Fig. 1a) [27, 28].
In contrast, the second transmission eigenchannel in this
configuration is seen in Fig. 1e to be made up largely of
the next nearest mode.
The measured transmission eigenvalues fall exponen-
tially with channel index n for localized waves [1, 17]. For
the sample represented in Fig. 1, the signal falls below
the noise level for n > 3. We have therefore performed
numerical simulations to explore the modal composition
of low transmission eigenchannels for a scale wave propa-
gating through a 2D disordered waveguide with g = 0.26
[25].
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FIG. 2. (Color online). Simulations of the excitation of quasi-
normal modes inside a random quasi-1D strip by different
transmission eigenchannels. (a) Spectrum of transmittance T
for a sample with g= 0.26. The excitation frequency in all
frames is indicated by the thick line in (a), while the central
frequencies of the modes are marked with thin lines. (b-f)
Effectiveness of coupling into and coupling out of a mode
with transmission eigenchannels with n = 1 to 5, Rmn .
The simulated spectrum of T and the central frequen-
cies of the underlying modes in a disordered sample are
shown in Fig. 2a. The correlation between speckle pat-
terns of the eigenchannels and modes due to both the
input and output speckle patterns, maybe characterized
by the parameter, Rmn = |U
†
nt
mVn|
2/|um†1 t
mvm1 |
2. Plots
of Rmn for the first 5 eigenchannels for the modes in the
frequency range studied is shown in Figs. 2b-f. Modes
that are close in frequency to the excitation frequency
indicated by the thick red line in Fig. 2a contribute sig-
nificantly to highly transmitting eigenchannels; distant
modes are relatively more prominent in lower transmis-
sion eigenchannels.
The increasing of relative contribution from spectrally
remote mode to the lower transmission eigenchannels at
a given frequency can explain the broadening with n of
the spectral correlation function of transmission eigen-
channels, C(∆ν) = 〈U∗n(ν)Un(ν + ∆ν)〉, which is shown
in Fig. 3. The variation with frequency shift of both the
amplitudes and phases of the off-resonant modal contri-
butions to low transmitting eigenchannels is slow. The
mode amplitudes for off-resonance modes fall inversely
with frequency shift for modes far from resonance (Eq.
1). In contrast, both the amplitudes and phases of in-
dividual modes change quickly with frequency shift for
nearly resonant modes which contribute appreciably to
high transmission eigenchannels.
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FIG. 3. (Color online). Frequency correlation of transmission
eigenchannels in simulations. Real and imaginary parts of the
correlation function are shown in (a) and (b), respectively.
The contribution of each mode to the singular value for
each transmission eigenchannel depends upon the follow-
ing factors: (1) the closeness to resonance with the mode,
(2) the projection of the incident wave for the eigenchan-
nel Vn upon that for the mode v1
m, (3) the projection of
the outgoing wave through a single mode u1
m upon the
eigenchannel Un, and (4) the phasing of the modal con-
tributions. All of these factors can be combined into a
single vector representing the contribution of each mode
to each singular value via the vector model illustrated in
Fig. 4a. The horizontal and vertical components of the
vector αmn are the in- and out-of-phase components of
the projection of the corresponding output speckle pat-
tern of the mth mode excited by Vn upon the vector Un .
The vector representation of the modal contributions to
the first three eigenchannels for the excitation frequency
shown in Fig. 2a is shown in Figs. 4b-d. In this case, the
first transmission eigenchannel is dominated by the sin-
gle resonant contribution of Mode 12, whereas the second
and third eigenchannels are the superpositions of several
vectors associated with off-resonance modes. Each of the
modal contributions is small. Moreover, the contribu-
tions are randomly phased so that transmission is further
reduced by destructive interference.
When a transmission eigenchannel is largely composed
of a single mode, λm1 cannot be great than unity, be-
cause transmission through a passive medium cannot be
larger than the incident flux. However, when two or
4more modes overlap and have similar speckle patterns
in transmission, they would form a single transmission
eigenchannel [27]. We find then that the value of λm1 can
be greater than unity for one or more modes. When this
occurs, the maximum value of transmission through the
sample is reduced below unity by destructive interference
between such modes. This is seen in the spectra of T and
of τm1 ≡ (λ
m
1 )
2 in Fig. 4e and in the vector diagram in
Fig. 4f in a case in which λm1 > 1 for two modes while
T < 1.
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FIG. 4. (Color online). Vector representation of modal con-
tribution to transmission eigenchannels. (a) Illustration of
the vector model. Each vector is the contribution from the
m
th mode to the output of the nth transmission eigenchannel,
Un. The angle with the horizontal axis is the overall phase
shift between the mode and eigenchannel output speckle pat-
terns, um1 and Un, respectively. The resultant vector is equal
to ΛnUn. (b-d) Contributions to the first, second and third
eigenchannels at the excitation frequency shown in Fig. 2a
from each mode in the sample found in simulations. (e) Spec-
trum of the transmittance T and τm1 = (λ
m
1 )
2 for Modes 6
and 7 for one sample realization in the experiment. (f) The
vector diagram for the first transmission eigenchannel for the
same sample as in (e) at the central frequency of the Mode 7.
For diffusive waves for which typically g = δ modes
are excited on resonance, the transmittance is dominated
by approximately g eigenvalues [1]. Since these “open”
eigenchannels are orthogonal and are a linear combina-
tion of the speckle patterns of the nearby modes, the
speckle patterns of these modes are expected to differ as
found in the numerical simulation [29].
Some characteristics of the modal makeup of eigen-
channels for diffusive waves might be gleaned from con-
sideration in a case in which two modes with distinct
speckle patterns make comparable contribution to trans-
mission. We consider transmission at a frequency of
10.1707 GHz in the measured spectrum shown in Fig.
1 which lies between the central frequencies of the two
modes with dissimilar speckle patterns. At this fre-
quency, the first and second transmission eigenvalues are
comparable. The corresponding vector models are shown
in Fig. 5a and 5b. The vectors for the contributions
of the two closest modes to the exciting frequency are
seen to have positive components along the first and sec-
ond eigenchannels. This suggests the possibility that
for transmission of diffusive waves the vectors associated
with on-resonance modes will tend to have positive pro-
jections along the resultant, Un for n < g. This would
result in a large resultant and so a high value of the trans-
mission eigenvalue [1].
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FIG. 5. (Color online). The vector model for the contribution
to first and second eigenchannels at frequency 10.1707 GHz
from Modes 27 and 28 found in measurements shown in Fig.
1.
When two modes exhibit distinct optimal excita-
tion patterns v1m, considerable modal selectivity can be
achieved by exciting the sample on resonance with the
wavefront corresponding to that of the desired mode. Ex-
citing the sample with a sharply truncated pulse with a
rise time of Γ−1m [30], should further increase the discrim-
ination between modes. Maximal sample excitation for
various linear and nonlinear probes may be exploited to
enhance the sensitivity of linear and non-linear probes
and to lower the threshold of random lasers [31]. Funda-
mental limits to the selective excitation of modes arise,
however, for spectrally overlapping modes with similar
speckle patterns in the circumstance that λ1m > 1 since
this would violate energy conservation.
In conclusion, we have analyzed the TM at a single fre-
quency in terms of spectrum of modes in random media.
The modal analysis of the TM explains the wide range
of transmission eigenvalues in random media and the in-
creasing correlation frequency of more weakly transmit-
ting eigenchannels. These results suggest an approach for
manipulating the incident wavefront to selectively excite
specific modes with desired spectra, temporal or spatial
characteristics and indicate the limits of selectivity for
spectrally overlapping modes.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The random samples are comprised of a copper waveg-
uide filled with randomly positioned alumina spheres of
diameter 0.95 cm and refractive index 3.14 embedded in
Styrofoam shells. The diameter of the copper tube is
7.3 cm and the length L = 40 cm. The volume filling
fraction of the alumina spheres is 0.068 and the dimen-
sionless conductance g of the sample is equal to 0.37.
Polarized microwave radiation at incident point a is pro-
vided by a wire antenna connected to a vector network
analyzer, which can translate freely on the input surface
of the tube. The transmission coefficient at a point b is
measured by another wire antenna which can also move
on a grid on the output surface. The spacing of the grid
is 9 mm. Spectra of the TM over a frequency range from
10 to 10.24 GHz in 801 steps are obtained from spec-
tra of transmission coefficients tba between 49 points on
the input and out surfaces. The sample tube is rotated
and vibrated momentarily after each measurement of the
TM spectrum to produce a statistically equivalent sam-
ple realization. Though there is still considerable overlap
between modes in this weakly localized system, it is still
possible to analyze the TM at a given frequency into a
sum of TMs for individual modes in the system.
In our microwave measurements, only a fraction of the
transmitted energy is measured since the TM is deter-
mined by measuring the transmission coefficients on a
grid with a finite number of points and for a single po-
larization. Therefore, the measured TM is not complete.
The impact of the incomplete measurement of the TM
upon the probability density of eigenvalues of the TM
has been recently investigated by Goetschy and Stone
[1]. They explored the change in the density of trans-
mission eigenvalues from the bimodal distribution to a
distribution characteristics of Gaussian random matrices
as the ratio of measured channels N ′ and total number
of channels N on the input side m1 = N
′
1/N and output
side m2 = N
′
2/N decreases. However, the statistics of
transmission are well represented by the measured TM
provided that the number of channels measured is much
greater than g [1, 2].
RECURSIVE GREEN’S FUNCTION
SIMULATION
To explore the modal composition of low transmission
eigenchannels, we have performed Green’s function sim-
ulations for a scalar wave propagating through locally
2D random waveguides with ideal leads attached in the
longitudinal directions and perfect reflecting transverse
sides. The disorder region in the waveguide is modeled
by a position-dependent dielectric constant, ǫ(x, y) =
1 + δǫ(x, y) with δǫ drawn randomly from the uniform
distribution [-0.9,0.9]. The dielectric constant of the ideal
leads matches the average dielectric constant of the disor-
dered sample, so that the impact of both internal and ex-
ternal reflections at the sample boundaries is minimized.
The wave equation ▽2E(x, y) + k20ǫ(x, y)E(x, y) = 0 is
discretized using a 2D tight-binding model on a square
grid and solved with the use of the recursive Green’s
function method [3]. The sample length L and width W
are 550 and 50 in units of the grid spacing, respectively.
Since the length of the sample greatly exceeds its width,
the sample can be considered as quasi-one-dimensional.
Simulations are made for 200 configurations over a nar-
row frequency range from 10 to 10.06 GHz in 401 steps.
The product of the wave number k0 in the leads and the
grid spacing is set to be unity at 10 GHz. The num-
ber of propagating modes of the empty waveguide over
the frequency range is N = 16. The transmission coeffi-
cient between incoming waveguide mode m and outgoing
mode n in the leads, tnm, is obtained by projecting the
Green’s function between arrays of points on the input
and output surfaces onto the wavefunction of the waveg-
uide modes m and n, respectively. The sum of N2 pairs
of the square of the amplitude of tnm gives the transmit-
tance T of the sample, of which g = 0.26.
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